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TELECO CLIMA E-VAN
5400H 

        

   

Product price:  

1.310,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELECO CLIMA E-VAN 5400H ROOF-TOP AIR CONDITIONER 5.800 BTU 

TELECO CLIMA E-VAN 5400H is the smallest roof air conditioner on the market, only 71cm long
and 23cm high, designed especially for camper vans, it is the ideal solution to be installed on
small roofs without having to remove the porthole.

The air conditioner is silent, light and easy to install. It can be fixed on the roof not only through
the usual hole for rooflights 40x40 cm but also through a reduced hole of 36x36 cm.
Technologically advanced, the TELECO CLIMA air conditioner has been designed taking into
account all the new resources to obtain an ecologically clean product.

The R32 refrigerant gas has been used, which has the lowest Global Warming Potential (GWP
675) that currently exists in mobile air conditioners, reducing the environmental pollution power by
70% compared to the gases used until now.
Two models are available with different refrigerant power and both are equipped with a heat
pump. Cold, Hot and Automatic functions selectable by remote control and Timer function.

The Model TELECO CLIMA E-VAN 5400H is designed for low consumption and can also be
connected to a battery through a pure sine wave inverter of at least 1500W (Regime) to be used
with the vehicle in motion.
The internal diffuser small and Modern design, only about 4.2 cm thick, can be installed easily
due to its small size. Equipped with blue multifunction display and led lights easy to turn on and
off through the remote control.

THE TECHNICAL FEATURES TELECO CLIMA E-VAN 5400H

Cooling power 5,800 BTU / 1.7 kW
Heating power 5. 600 BTU / 1.65 kW
Ventilation speed 3 + AUTO
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Power supply 230 V - 50 Hz
Average absorbed current (Cold): 2.6 A
Average absorbed current (Hot): 2.6 A
Inrush current: 15 A (100 ms)
Power consumption(Cold): 600 W
Power consumption(Hot): 600 W
Generator needed: 2200 W
Max airflow: 270 m3/h
Weight: 30 kg
Width: 71 cm
Height: 23. 2 cm
Depth: 61.9 cm
Air diffuser height: 4.2 cm

Looking for a product with different characteristics? Here you can find the full range TELECO and
other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Refrigerating yield: 5600 BTU / 1.65KW
Heating power: 5600 BTU / 1.65KW
Ventilation speeds: 3 + AUTO
Courant de démarrage (A): 15
Absorbed average current, refrigerating (A): 2.6
Absorbed average current, heater (A): 2.6
Inlet power, refrigerating (KW): 0.6
Inlet power, heater (KW): 0.6
Maximum air flow rate (m³/h): 270
Air diffuser height (cm): 4.2
Length (mm): 710
Width (mm): 619
Height (mm): 232
Dry weight (Kg): 30
Type of climate control: Roof Air Conditioner
Recommended vehicle length (m): 5
Product type: Air conditioner
Weight (Kg): 34
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